North Central Health Care

Wausau, WI

• Our roots date back to 1893 to the Marathon County Asylum for the Insane
• 19 Different Service Lines, 750 Employees
• Mount View Care Center = County Nursing Home within North Central Health Care

• Mount View Care Center provides care for 200 residents
• Long and Short Term Care
• Ventilator Dependent Neighborhood
• Dementia Care Neighborhoods
• Employ about 150 CNAs

What Were We Thinking?
• It has become very easy to blame the generation, the applicant, the new employee,
the CNA, very seldom do we focus on the Organization that is hiring them (US)
as the problem.
• In 2015, WE were the PROBLEM. We lost countless CNAs because of
what WE were doing.
• Turnover rate was 118%, yikes right! How does that even work?
• We had an “Opportunity” um no, it was a problem…a big one

• It wasn’t just one issue, it was a WHOLE BUNCH of stuff that
couldn’t be fixed overnight
• “Once we have the people, we can make the changes”.
Nope, we are never going to have the people if we keep operating like
this…Change it now and people will stay.
• That was the first step,
admitting we were/are the problem.

What We Were Doing?
• Well you’re a CNA, so go do it!
• “Mean” girls
• Rigid, inflexible schedule

• 60+ open positions so we kept adding rules
• We needed rules/rigidity because we were hiring “warm bodies”
• For the CNAs that we did hire, we did not set them up to be successful
• After awhile we expected people not to be successful and we blamed the new
employee and took no responsibility for their demise
• Scaring people with information about our residents (Challenging)

How many tasks does a newly
employed CNA need to know in
order to be successful at your
organization?

113 Tasks = 6 Pages

What We Changed
• Built a NEW Orientation process designed to help people be successful

• Experience it yourself (work as a CNA)
• Ask the question: What is it that new employees need in order to be successful?
• What is realistic for a CNA to teach while they are caring for residents and what
should be taught even before they start with the residents
• Expose them to everything, even if just a little bit

• Big tasks: dining, charting & ADL coding, cares
• Finding the right “family”

How We Put It All Together
• Day 1 & Day 2: North Central Health Care General Corporate Orientation
• Information on our Core Values, Mission & Vision, Services Lines,
Why we do what we do, etc.

• Day 3: Insurance & Benefits
• Day 4 thru 7: CNA Orientation
• Day 4: Orientation to our Nursing Home for ALL Nursing Home Employees
included Proactive rounding, infection prevention, laundry, housekeeping,
dietary, dementia education
• Day 5: The difference you make, “stuff” you need to do your job,
dining and assistance competency
• Day 6: Shadowing Day & follow up

• Day 7: CNA Skills Day, ADL coding, computer time, Problem Solving

My Advice To You
• Either do the job yourself or ask the people who do the job…ask lots of people,
don’t assume you know
• Start with the interview

• Don’t push people through orientation…complete the process
• Don’t assume people who have years of experience know how
to do it “our way” or the right way
• Follow up…because its not going how you think.
I can only control my part of orientation:
• Recruitment and Retention meeting
• For new employees, meet with them half way through orientation when they
are finished, 90 day follow up with HR & Executive Team

• And no matter how in depth your orientation is you can’t
teach them everything. But even a little bit is worth it.
• “My time is no more or less important than yours.”

So Then What…How Do We Keep the Right People
• Misjudged that CNAs didn’t want education or they didn’t have time for education
• “Take responsibly for people not listening”
• Prior to 2017 we sent out all of our staff outside for training

• Monopoly Game

• A fun way to get our staff the education they needed and wanted
• 12 sessions, including some Saturdays

• Collaboration between the whole Interdisciplinary team
• Focus on Empathy
• “I’ve never sat in a wheelchair before”
• Real life care…Panis Belt

